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Background: Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is the most
common endocrine disorder in reproductive women. Nearly 10% of
young women in this period involved. Although factors such as Insulin
Resistance, hyper insulinemia, obesity and dietary are suggested to be
associated with PCOS, cause of PCOS is not completely understood.
Dairy products (a key component of the usual diet) of participants
can also affect the factors of this disease and may have beneficial
effects on treatment of PCOS. However, research in this area is
scarce. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship
between dairy products consumption and PCOS.
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Methods: This descriptive cross‑sectional study of 400 women
was conducted in Shahid Beheshti Hospital of Isfahan University
of Medical Science, Iran. Dietary intake was evaluated by validated
food frequency questionnaire. Other variables such as ovarian
disease, inherited predisposition, age at menarche, physical activity
and history of other diseases were evaluated using questionnaire.
Data analysis was performed by a logistic regression test using SPSS
software version 15 Predictive analytics software and solutions.
Results: There were a significant association between PCOS
and ovarian disease (P < 0.001), age (P < 0.001) and using
medication (P = 0.001). Body mass index (BMI) was inversely
associated with PCOS, but it was not significant (P = 0.068). There
was a significant direct relationship between milk consumption and
risk of PCOS after adjusting for confounding factors (P = 0.028).
Conclusions: The findings of this study indicated that ovarian
disease and medication use is directly linked to PCOS. Dairy
consumption was not significantly correlated with PCOS. However,
after adjustment for confounders, there was an direct relationship
between milk consumption and risk of PCOS.
Keywords: Dairy products, polycystic ovary syndrome, Infertility

INTRODUCTION
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) which was first reported in
1935 is known as one of the most common endocrine hormones
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disorders in the women of the reproductive age[1‑3]
afflicting as many as %10 of them.[4,5] The name of
this syndrome has been derived from the appearance
of the ovaries of the afflicted women (an ovary of
enlarged size and full of cysts). These cysts are
in the form of follicles filled with liquid sacs full
of developed ovum.[6] Due to the lack of a set of
standard and unified diagnostic criteria, the rate
of prevalence of this syndrome reported in the
different studies is varied. Some studies which used
sonography as their diagnostic criteria found that the
prevalence of PCOS ranged between 21% and 22%
respectively.[7] On the contrary, in some other studies
using oligomenerrhea and hyperandrogenemia
manifestations as the PCOS’s diagnostic criteria,
the prevalence rate was reported to be 9%.[8]
The clinical symptoms of PCOS include
amenorrhea, infertility, hirsutism and obesity.[9]
This syndrome accounts for 30‑40% of the common
causes of infertility resulting from ovary
dysfunctions. In addition, PCOS is considered as the
most leading cause of ovary disorders.[9] As recent
studies indicate, a person may have PCOS without
showing one or some of the above‑mentioned
symptoms,[2,10] Some other symptoms and signs
which can be enumerated for PCOS are as follows:
Increased androgenic hormones, metabolic
syndrome (insulin resistance), fat‑related disorders,
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, endometrial
cancer and blood pressure.[11,12] The patients with
PCOS also suffer from anxiety and depression some
symptoms which are believed to be mostly a result
of disorders occurred in the reproduction cycle
which is naturally completed by releasing an ovum
every month.[8] The exact cause of PCOS is not yet
completely known, however, some factors such as
insulin resistance/hyperinsulinaemeia, obesity,
heredity and genetics factors, environmental factors
such as exposure to high levels of masculinizing
hormones, embryonic life cycle‑related factors,
hyperandrogenemia, gonadotropins secreting and
functioning, hyperprolactinemia, hypothyroidism
or thyroid‑related dysfunctions, diet all may play a
part in developing PCOS.[13‑15] According to previous
studies, the eating habits are not different between
patients with PCOS and healthy persons but some
foods seem to affect hormone parameters.[9] In the
year 2008, one case‑control study was carried out in
Al‑Zahra hospital of the city of Tabriz, Iran in which
60 women were studied, the results showed that the
intake amounts of Ca, Mg, D vitamin, dairy, fruits
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and nuts and seeds were remarkably low among the
women with PCOS. The frequency of their milk
and dairy intakes products was also lower compared
with the healthy women (P < 0.05).[9] Another study
by Billaudel et al.[16] revealed that D vitamin and
calcium play a critical role in insulin secretion and
insulin‑resistance in human and animal models.
Another research on 103 women with PCOS and
103 healthy women provided some evidence on
the decreased amount of adiponectine, calcium, D
vitamin in the patients suffering from PCOS with
having a higher thyroglobulin. There was also a
significant correlation between adioponectrine
and calcium concentrations (OH‑D 25).[17] In one
prospective study on 3157 young women aged
18‑30, Pereira et al.[17] have reported in 2002 that
the amount of dairy intake and insulin‑resistance
were indirectly related. A study by Pereira et al.[18]
found an inverse relationship between consuming
more than 4 units of dairy products per day and
metabolic syndrome in the females. However, this
relationship was not significant between males.[18]
As indicated in previous research, diet and dairy
intake which itself is a source of calcium not only can
trigger PCOS condition, but also may directly affect
obesity and insulin‑resistance, two factors which
themselves act as the causes of PCOS. Numerous
studies have demonstrated the association between
the diet and its components and risk factors developing
various diseases.[9] However, previous studies did not
address the relationship between nutrition choices
and type of diet chosen by the patients.[9]
The adverse health effects of PCOS such as
infertility, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and
the growth in its prevalence, can impose huge
financial and health costs on the society and can
affect affecting many families. Therefore, taking
preventive measures would have remarkable
desirable outcomes. However, the number of
studies which have addressed the relationship
between dairy intake and PCOS is limited. Hence,
the present study intends to explore the relationship
between the amount of dairy intake and PCOS.

METHODS
Study design and participants
As a descriptive cross‑sectional study, the
present research tried to find the relationship
between the amount of dairy consumption and
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PCOS condition in 400 women who referred to
Shahid Beheshti hospital clinic in 2013. As far
as exclusion and inclusion criteria of the study
is concerned, it is noteworthy that the criteria
for the inclusion in the study were willingness
to participation, lack of precocious puberty, not
having uterus cancer and not being pregnant. On
the contrary, the subjects were excluded from the
study if they were unwilling to participation, did
not respond to more than 30 food items included in
the food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), diagnosed
with typical (chronic) diseases having to follow a
specific diet.
Study instrument and variables assessment
At the start of the study, a written
information‑consent form was signed by the
participants. The data related to the food intakes
were checked by the researcher using FFQ,
(In the FFQs the person were asked how often they
consumed certain foods from a given lst of foods)
the validity and reliability of which were previously
confirmed.[19] The validity of the questionnaire
was checked against daily food records. The data
on the history of developing ovary dysfunctions
(any endocrine disorders related to reproductive
system), genetics background (having first
related family members with ovarian disease),
the age of the first menstruation, the history of
thyroid diseases, the patients’ medication history
(any kind of medicine used or any surgery), the
period of developing PCOS and physical activity
were collected by a nutritious expert using a
self‑developed questionnaire. The weight and height
of the participants were also measured. To do so,
the weight (kg) of the participants was measured
with clothes but without shoes. The height of the
participants was measured in a normal condition
without wearing shoes using a strip tape. The body
mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing the
weight (kg) value by the square root of height (m)
value. The PCOS condition was identified through
sonography diagnostic assessment with checking
patients’ clinical manifestations performed by a
trained authority.

BMI t‑test was applied. Mann‑Whitney t‑test was
applied for kcal while for other variables Chi‑square
test was applied [Table 1]. As shown in Table 2 for
all variables Mann‑Whitney test were used. The
samples were selected by random sampling. The
size of the sample was decided as many as 400.
The study’s confidence coefficient was considered
Table 1: Frequency (%) and central tendency (spread) of
some health condition characteristics of participants
Variables

PCOs

P value

No
Yes
Ovarian
diseased (N %)
No
281 (94.3)
17 (5.7)
<0.001
Yes
63 (75)
21 (25)
Fields
inheritedd (N %)
No
306 (92.4)
25 (7.6)
0.001
Yes
41 (77.4)
12 (22.6)
Exercised (N %)
Very low
151 (89.9)
17 (10.1)
0.86
Low
50 (87.7)
7 (12.3)
Moderate
96 (89.7)
11 (10.3)
High
28 (90.3)
3 (9.7)
Very high
9 (100)
0
Other diseasesa
(N %)
No
307 (91.1)
30 (8.9)
0.081
Yes
39 (83)
8 (17)
Medicationd
(N %)
No
291 (92.7)
23 (7.3)
<0.001
Yes
54 (78.3)
15 (21.7)
BMIb, no.=369
Mean (SD)
24.13 (4.5)
23.99 (6.7)
0.684
Median
23.8
24.3
Ageb, no.=376
Mean (SD)
29.84 (6.6)
26.78 (6.9)
0.008
Median
29
25
Kcalc, no.=385
Mean (SD)
6410 (30781.9) 4274 (3673.2)
0.94
Median
3252
3184
Age at
menarched,
no.=381
Mean (SD)
13.35 (2)
13.02 (2.8)
0.359
Median
13
14
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Statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed by descriptive
analysis and logistic regression tests using SPSS
software version 15. For age, age at menarch and
International Journal of Preventive Medicine, Vol 5, No 6, June, 2014

Other disease: Diabetes, thyroid disease, bT test,
Mann‑Whiteny test, dChi‑Square. SD=Standard deviation,
BMI=Body mass index, PCOS=Polycystic ovary syndrome
a
c
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Table 2: Frequency (%) and central tendency (spread) of
food intake characteristics of sample population study

Table 2: Contd...

Variables

No
Yes
Dough, no.=385
Mean (SD)
142.92 (189.5) 131.33 (233.5)
Median
74.28
37.14
Curd, no.=385
Mean (SD)
1.83 (14.7)
0.8 (2)
Median no.=353
0.2
0.18
Cheese
Mean (SD)
24.23 (15.1)
22 (13.4)
Median
30
30
Total dairy,
no.=353
Mean (SD)
581.56 (475.3) 610.99 (578.9)
Median
442.84
382.74

PCOS
No

Dairy products,
no.=384
Mean (SD)
Median
Skim milk,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Low‑fat milk,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Whole milk,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Cocoa milk,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Other milksa,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Total milk,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Cream,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Ice cream,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median no.=385
Low‑fat yogurt
Mean (SD)
Median
High‑fat yogurt,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median
Total yogurt,
no.=385
Mean (SD)
Median

2.4 (2.3)
1.6

Yes

2.56 (3.1)
1.1

0.210

61.19 (127.1) 132.78 (241.1)
7.66
32.85

0.050

52.78 (106.1)
7.66

0.930

55.2 (102.7)
4.4

PCOS

39.35 (116.2)
0

76.55 (184.5)
7.66

0.106

12.45 (38.3)
0

17.96 (52.2)
0

0.451

16.37 (66.3)
0.63

66.47 (226.2)
0

0.977

r
A

0.460

1.55 (3.3)
0.5

2.76 (4.7)
0.5

0.495

20.87 (29.7)
10.7

18.87 (27.9)
10.71

0.920

115.13 (164.7)
32.8

71.5 (106.3)
27.92

0.202

90.46 (128.1)
32.8

161.42 (254)
32.85

0.232

205.6 (206.2) 232.77 (291.3)
197.14
132.35

0.667

0.250
0.193
0.442
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182.15 (274.5) 348.99 (648)
81.03
102.54
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P value

Other milk: Other kind of milks except for skim milk,
low fat milk, whole milk and cocoa milk, bMann‑Whitney
Test. SD=Standard deviation, PCOS=Polycystic ovary
syndrome
a
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Variables

P value

at 95% and the level of strength of the study at
80%. Furthermore, the ratio of PCOS‑afflicted
patients and the sampling error were assumed to
be 50% and 0.07%, respectively.

RESULTS

This study was carried out on 400 women
of an mean ± standard deviation (SD) age of
29.5 ± 4.8 years old and an mean ± SD BMI of
24.1 ± 4.8 admitted to the Shahid Beheshti hospital.
The prevalence of PCOS in the persons in the
study was found to be 9.9%. Based on the primary
analyses on the data (descriptive analysis), there
was relationship between the history of ovarian
diseases, genetics and the use of medications and
PCOS. No relationship was observed between PCOS
and other variables [Table 1]. As for the history of
ovarian diseases, there was statistically significant
difference between the patients with PCOS and
healthy people (P < 0.001). As for the family history,
a similar result was obtained so that 22.6% of the
patients with PCOS were revealed having a family
history of PCOS. On the contrary, there was no
significant relationship between physical activity
and PCOS (P = 0.86). A significant relationship
was also observed between the use of medications
and PCOS (P ≤ 0.001). The PCOS‑afflicted patients
and healthy persons did not show any difference in
terms of weight and BMI. The average age of the
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patients with PCOS was 26.7 compared to 29.8 as
the average age of the healthy persons. The two
groups also differed in terms of the amount of
calorie intake with 4247 kcal for the subjects with
PCOS and 6410 kcal for the healthy subjects. The
average age of the first menstrual period was found
to be 13.35 years among the healthy individuals
and 13.02 years among the individuals afflicted
with PCOS [Table 1]. The average sum of dairy
intake was 581.5 and 611 g for the healthy persons
and patients with PCOS, respectively [Table 2].
The results from using logistic regression revealed
that there was no association between genetics
and PCOS (P = 0.13) [Table 3]. On the contrary,
a negative relationship was observed between
the history of ovary diseases. (P < 0.001 odds
ratio [OR] =0.2 confidence interval [CI] (95%)
=0.082‑0.490), age (P < 0.001, OR = 0.85 CI (95%)
=0.787‑0.934) and the use of medication as three
confounding variables (P = 0.001 OR = 0.17
CI (95%) =0.064‑0.477) and PCOS [Table 3].
Based on the results, BMI and PCOS were not
significantly related but their relationship may be
remarkable (P = 0.068). Every one‑unit increase in
the BMI was accompanied by an increase in the
risk of affliction with PCOS. There was a direct
relationship between the exchange portion of dairy
and PCOS. Although like BMI, this relationship
was not significant but remarkable (P = 0.088). After
modifying the effects of confounding variables,

Variable
Dairy products
Age
Ovarian disease
BMI
Fields inherited
Medication
Age at menarche
Ice cream
Dough
Curd
Cheese
Milk
Yogurt
Cream

OR
1.22
0.85
0.2
1.1
0.44
0.17
0.922
0.996
0.999
0.98
1.009
1.001
0.998
25.4

CI (95%)
0.97‑1.54
0.787‑0.934
0.082‑0.490
0.993‑1.223
0.154‑1.286
0.064‑0.477
0.743‑1.144
0.980‑1.011
0.997‑1.002
0.838‑1.147
0.978‑1.042
1.00‑1.002
0.996‑1.001
0.974‑1.200

A

DISCUSSION
In the present study we evaluated the effects of
dairy product on PCOS. According to the results of
this study, no significant relationship was observed
between each component of dairy foods group
and other variables with PCOS. However, after
modifying the effects of confounding variables, it
was found that the milk intake and PCOS were
directly related.
Very few studies have been conducted on
exploring the direct effect which dairy foods may
have on PCOS. The results of empirical research
on the effect of dairy foods on the weight which
itself is believed to be one of the effective factors
of infliction with PCOS are inconsistent without
producing a rigid and strong outcome.[20] The
results of available clinical evaluations especially
those who address the effects of a diet rich in dairy
foods on the weight do not yield a fixed outcome.
The results of some previous studies are in
line with our results. According to Adebamowo
et al., there is a relationship between slim/low‑fat
or free‑fat milk and increased frequency of acne,
a component of the PCOS.[21] two intervention
studies (Thompson et al. and Harvey‑Berino, et al.)
provided no evidence on an additional weight loss
when choosing a diet rich in dairy foods compared
with a low‑dairy diet.[22,23] These studies both used
obese subjects as their samples. The results of
these studies were similar to those of one earlier
research by Zemel et al. (2004) with a study
period of 12 weeks. However, the periods of these
two recent studies in which no association was
observed between the variables in question was
48 weeks and 52 weeks, respectively. The findings
of a 3‑year prospective study on a large number of
children and young adults revealed that the subjects
with a higher intake of milk had a higher BMI.
Although this reported increase was very trivial
per year, adjusting for a number of body weight
factors, it was statistically significant.[24]
Chavarro et al. in their prospective cohort study
found that high intake of low‑fat dairy products
may lead to an increase in the women’s risk of
ovulation‑related infertility, while incorporating
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Table 3: Summary of PCOSs risk factors

a direct significant relationship was found between
the intake of milk and PCOS (P = 0.028) so that
every 1‑unit increase in the milk intake led to
a %1‑increase in the risk factors [Table 3].

P valuea
0.088
<0.001
<0.001
0.068
0.135
0.001
0.461
0.58
0.549
0.807
0.555
0.028
0.214
0.145

PCOS=Polycystic ovary syndrome, OR=Odds ratio,
CI=Confidence interval, BMI=Body mass index. aObtained
from logistic regression
International Journal of Preventive Medicine, Vol 5, No 6, June, 2014
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more high‑fat dairy foods may decrease its risk.[25]
Cramer et al. (1994) reported a positive association
between intakes of milk and age‑related decreased
fertility rates in 31 nations. To put it differently,
consuming milk accounted for 36% of the variation
in the age‑related infertility.[26] Gunther et al.[27] in
their study divided 155 women of normal weight
into three sub‑categories as per their amount of dairy
foods intake within 1 year, while their diets during
intervention were the same in terms of caloric value.
Although the results of the study did not support
the hypothesis related to the dairy foods intake and
weight loss, following 51 of the healthy women
participating in the study for a 6‑month period after
the study revealed that compared to those with a
low intake of dairy foods, those who had a diet of
high dairy intake had a lower fat accumulation.[27]
Results of some previous studies are not in line with
our findings. In two studies by Zemel et al.[28,29] a
considerable decrease was reported for BMI and
waist circumference with a notable decrease in the
plasma insulin. In one case‑control study, Dixon,
et al. argued that there is an intricate association
between obesity and dairy products intake
concluding that for the children of higher age,[7‑10]
there was an inverse association between the intake
of dairy foods and obesity.[30] By analyzing a number
of databases, a group of cross‑sectional studies on the
adults and children almost demonstrated the inverse
relationship between the intake of dairy foods and
initial obesity. The samples used in these studies
were mostly selected from among post‑menopausal
middle‑aged women.[20] Carruth and Skinner in their
research on a group of preschool children concluded
that the number of servings estimated per day is
obviously inversely related to the fat accumulation
and positively related to the individuals’ slimness.
In particular, each serving resulted in an additional
weight loss up to 0.9‑1.1 kg.[27]
As for consuming dairy foods and insulin
resistance relationship, a cross‑sectional study
conducted on 496 samples of participants aged
20‑68 aged in 2009 can be enumerated. This study
tried to assess the amounts of consumed dairy
foods using a food history questionnaire the validity
of which had been checked. Based on the results,
compared with other groups, the samples situated
on the top quarter of the intake of dairy products
had the lowest mean scores for insulin resistance
markers. Although the observed differences were
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not statistically significant, eating whole‑fat dairy
products was inversely associated with HOMA‑IR.
In contrast, there was no relationship between
low‑fat dairy products and insulin resistance
markers.[31] A case‑control study by Keshavarzi
demonstrated that the risk of infertility among the
women who ate 3 or more glasses of milk per day
was lower than those with no intake of milk as
much as 70%.[32] Most of these studies were done
on obese subjects, children or on adolescents. On
the whole, the findings of this study indicated that
there was no statistically significant relationship
between consuming milk, yogurt, sherbet/frozen
yogurt, cheese and cream and PCOS. Conversely,
it became evident that PCOS and the history of
ovarian diseases (P < 0.001), age (P < 0.001) and the
use of medication (P = 0.001) as three confounding
variables were inversely related. Furthermore,
although no statistically significant relationship
was obtained between BMI and PCOS, it was at
the threshold of being significant (P = 0.068).
Every one‑unit increase in BMI is associated with
a 10% increase in the risk of PCOS. Of course, this
relationship was no significant. There was also a
positive relationship between the dairy substitutes’
units and PCOS. Similar to BMI, this relationship
was insignificant (being at the threshold of
significance, P = 0.0880. After modifying the effects
of confounding variables, a statistically significant
relationship was observed between milk intake and
risk of PCOS (P = 0.028) Hence that every 1‑unit
increase in the amount of milk consumed caused a
1%‑increase in the risk of PCOS. There is no study
addressing the relationship between the history of
ovarian diseases and PCOS. As for the relationship
between the use of medication and PCOS, the
research suggest that since the medications used by
the majority of the participants were metformin,
anti‑fertility as well as thyroid medications, they
helped prevent developing PCOS due to their
effect on androgen secretion and luteinizing
hormone/follicle‑stimulating
hormone
ratio.
Based on past research, the higher the age, makes
the lower the possibility of PCOS.[15]
Affecting ovulation, dairy foods may lead to
infertility. However, it is noteworthy that yielding
inconsistent results, few studies have addressed this
issue. If the women with PCOS or those who are
suspicious of having it make some changes in their
diets, for instance choosing low‑fat dairy foods instead
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of high‑fat ones, a positive relationship between
these changes and anovulatory infertility would be
expected. Foods factors relevant to the augmentation
of the phenotype attributes of PCOS may increase
infertility risk due to disturbed ovulation.[25]
The current study revealed that the average
intake of milk and PCOS had significant
relationship. To explain more, on the average the
total intake of low‑ and free‑fat milk was estimated
to be 52 ± 61 (gr) and 55 ± 132 (gr) for the healthy
and patient individuals, respectively. The average
amount of low‑ and free‑fat milk consumption was
found to be 12.4 ± 39.35 (gr) for the healthy persons
and 76.55 (gr) for the PCOS patients. Furthermore,
the individuals with PCOS condition, revealed to
have a higher consumption of low‑ and free‑fat
milk. As per the results of the past studies, there
is a positive relationship between low‑fat milk and
PCOS. Low‑fat dairy products may increase the
level of insulin like growth factor I (IGF‑I). As
some researchers have controversies, IGF‑I may
have a role in the pathogenesis of PCOS. The IGF‑I
existing in the human ovarian cells may stimulate
the cell activity‑related changes observed in the
PCOS. It is not yet known whether the change in
the level of IGF‑I caused by diet may contribute
to the PCOS’s clinical manifestations or not.[32]
As the research suggest, the fatty acids of dairy
products may have potential positive effects on
the ovary function. In more details, the substance
soluble in the fat available in the dairy products
plays the essential role in creating such effects.
Compared with low‑fat dairy products, whole milk
and fat‑rich dairy products have a higher estrogen
concentration. Since estrogen can decrease the
level of IGF‑I,[30] their existence in high‑fat dairy
foods may explain the observed association.[30] The
frequent increased insulin sensitivity in the high‑fat
dairy consumers may improve their ovulation
performance. Eating low‑fat dairy foods has also
been accompanied by an excess of androgens
secretion known as one of components of
PCOS.[9] One of the weak points of this study is
its cross‑sectional design which fails to identify the
cause‑effect relationships. In addition, hormone
tests such as thyroid, prolactine and HOMA‑IR
tests were not taken from the subjects. In contrast,
some strength points that can be mentioned for this
study include: The large number of the samples,
lack of similar study in Iran directly addressing

the relationship between dairy products intake
and PCOS, evaluating the foods intakes using
a validated FFQ, using sonography test known as
the most reliable method for PCOS diagnose.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the findings of the study, milk intake
and prevalence of PCOS may be related in some
way. Due to the adverse health effects of this
condition, its high prevalence in the society as well
as the shortage of research on the effectiveness of
diets on preventing and treating it, the need to more
research is felt. In the future research, it is better
to address laboratory practices such as thyroid,
prolactine and sexual hormones, as well.
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